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man's prayer-duty to God. Many souls find in it the unique sustenance 

they need for their journey to the Almighty. Others however fail to 

gain fulfilment from a prayer practice which appears to them stereo¬ 

typed and grown lukewarm and weary, they turn away from it. Our 

present world-scene offers a broad display of this phenomenon, 

specially in the West. The reasons for it are many and of diverse nature, 

we need not dwell on them. Perhaps the most valid of them comes 

from people who feel that ritual prayer falls short of creating in them 

a spirit of sustained surrender to God as they would wish to have it. 

They think that ritual prayer often does not really link up with it e 

concerns of their daily life, they are unable to draw from it that kind 

of permanent motivation which would make of their whole life a 

unique act of worship of the Creator. They miss the unifying impulse 

which they expect from prayer as the means to draw near to o . 

They also say that the many words of ritual prayer have a rather 

scattering effect on the composure of their mind. 

It must be acknowledged that their exigencies meet with support 

from clear injunctions that are found in most religious Scriptures, in 

particular those of Islam and Christianity, namely: you must pray 

always (Lk 18,1;1 T 5,17). Obviously this is not an invitation to a 

prayer physically continuous in the order of time, but very much an 

appeal to keep one's inner disposition laid open to the divine reality 

at all times. It suggests the necessity of prayer as an enduring state 

rather than as a phased intermittent action. 

From all that has been said above it should be clear that the 

divine Names offer a vast scope for this kind of prayer. They are a 

programme, a steady goal of life, and as the records of their history in 

mysticism shows, they are aimed at the experience of the living God. 

We see today masses of human beings in most parts of the world 

turning to all manners of meditation methods through which they 

seek to attain a deeper awareness of their identity, their 'true self . In 

doing so,they seek to reach out into the sphere of a reality that libe¬ 

rates them from the type of knowledge which rational science declares 

to be the only unimpeachable one. They seek experimental commu¬ 

nication with the Absolute, the unique God or the impersonal It. 

They move within the realm of a search the focal point of which 

Dionysius, our wise man of the 5th century, already indicated with 

striking modern overtones, when in the words of his interpreter he said. 

'God is near me (or rather in me) and yet I may be far from God 

because I may be far from my own true self. I must seek my true self 

where it is: in God' (82). I wish he could have guessed how magnifi¬ 

cently the Qur'an confirmed his thought. 
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but he finds even more to say of the effect they produce on man’s 

mmd when ,t concentrates in meditation upon them. Granted to man 

alone as h,s singular privilege, they enable him to 'realize' God<”) 

t IS in fact this that makes man superior to the angels, as stated by 
the Qur an. T 

'It is the experience of a large majority of the pious Muslims' 

-i/luniruddin says, that the Names of Allah are really a process of 

gurney to Him and therefore a source of great solace and peace of 

mind . * Similar to the artist who is visible through his painting the 

Creator translates h.s presence in terms of human vocabulary. In it 

God's ts-ness' is seen here and now Received in man's mind, it prepares 

1171 °r the f,nal face to face/23) This reception means that God's 
Names must be let to 'sink in the mind through a process of concentra¬ 

tion and constant internationalisation'.^2 4 ) The ensuing relation between 

God and man increasingly reveals to man who really he is, in Muniruddin's 

erms is I am-ness . 25 The true measure of the human is the divine 
Attributes realized (in man) by God'/2**) Pcrmeating man-s sou( they 

stimulate his initiatives, his craving for genuine values, his creativity 

and strengthen him against the forces of darkness. They are a funda¬ 

mentally energizing power. In such a view, a divine Name as f.ex. 

Allahu Razzaq, Allah the Provider (of all requirements of life) is far 

from inducing a quietistic expectation that success will come alt by 

itself. Quite on the contrary. The man imbued with this divine Name 

will want to know the laws by which God fulfills his role as a Provider, 

and to take his share in the God-given process. This response on man's 

side gives rise to sciences and techniques, as f. ex. agriculture, medicine, 

chemistry etc. Every domain of life being, for the believer, dependent 

on God as the Provider, the divine Names thus reveal their unbounded 

importance in that they prompt man's enterprises in every province of 
human life. 

This may be enough to give you an idea of Muniruddin's reflec¬ 

tion on our subject. I must come to an end. Is it then possible to say 

that the divine Names have a meaning for men of today? Undoubtedly 

any handling of and familiarity with the divine Names belongs to the 

kind of aspiration which man seeks to express in the form of prayer, 

especially prayer of meditation. Now most religions offer their 

followers guidance to fulfill their aspiration by way of fixed recitations, 

the ritual prayer. Their performance is usually bound up with given 

rules about bodily gestures and about timings to be observed. The ritual 

salat of Islam is a particularly good example of this. Such ritual prayer 

is valued as the most necessary and most accomplished fulfilment of 
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dimension of life patterned on the dfvir.e Names harbours a criticism 

of the Sufis. Parvez does not want to have anything in common with 

their preaching of 'ruhaniyat'. Any vertical relationship of the 

individual to God is taxed by him with selfdelusion and declared 

un-Qur'anic. Life in accordance with the divine Names is individual 

life, yes, but entirely merged in the endeavour to build up the social 

fabric of humanity. In it the driving forces are 'husn-e sirat o kirdar': 

good character and conduct (Man o Yazdan 389). They are the only 

legitimate form of 'ruhaniyat', because they are Qur'anic and have their 

raison d'etre only as foundations of man's social life, never as values 

cultivated in the pursuit of any purely transcendent ideal. Parvez 

insists on drawing the sharpest possible line between his, as he claims, 

Qur'anic understanding of the divine Names, and the uses made of them 

in the Khanqah. 

But is it in fact all that sharp? I cannot help having some reserva% 

tions on this point, but want to abstain from a discussion which would 

have to be lengthy. Suffice it to ask whether man is really only that 

cog in the machinery of divine laws which God has laid out before 

him in his revelation? And is Parvez true to real life when he rejects 

the legitimacy of all individual inspiration or intuition in a man's 

choice of life? Is not the study of the dftine laws itself often benefited 

by the event of sudden realization which is no other than individual 

intuition and is an indispensible link in the process of understanding 

these laws? Parvez says 'if a man's self is developed in the proper way, 

then within the limits of the human condition, these Attributes are 

made luminous in him which in the divine context are called al-asma 

al-husna (Man o Yazdan, 388). In Parvez's mind 'the development of 

the self in the proper way' no doubt means development in harmony 

with the divine laws such as his investigation 'ala wajh ii-basirat' shows 

them to him in the Qur'an. But who can deny that this same 'develop- 

ment of the human self in the proper way' has taken place in many 

other contexts either different from Parvez's approach to the Qur'an 

or altogether outside of it? Insisting, as Parvez does, upon a view of 

the divine Names in complete disregard of the experiences of the 

mystics is eventually only the mark of his limitations. I'm afraid, within 
the barriers of extreme systemazation. 

The latter observation could not be addressed to Muniruddin's 

Fresh Thoughts on Islam'. In them the author often touches on the 

divine Names, but hardly with any view to being systematic. He rather 

writes as a witness to the life-giving strength he perceives in God's 

Names. As for Parvez, they are for him laws operative in the universe. 
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total change in it. Similarly the observance of the divine laws produces 

a total transformation in man's inner nature. He becomes 'another 

man', because through his response his latent qualities, his potentialities 

are educed into cooperation with God's own creative activity. They 

receive 'God's colour', i.e. they reflect the colour of the divine 

Attributes. 

Parvez starts out on this reflection from the words that continue 

the verse in reply to 'wa man ahsanu min Allahi sibghatan', namely 

'wa nahnu lahu 'abidun.' They mean that man's willingness to be 

clothed with God's Names and Attributes is what makes him the true 

servant of God: 'abd, the essentiallly obedient, which is the very 

definition of man in the religious sense. Many Muslim names (ism), 

as may be remembered in this context are — to the one at least who has 

an ear for it — a constant reminder of this basic reality: 'abd-ar-Rahman, 

'abd al-Karim, 'abd-Ghaffur and so many others. They strike the sound 

of an ever new homage to God's self-manifestation in man's obedient 

servanthood and so are, we could say, each in its own colour, the 

proclamation of a programme of life in God's service. Servant clothed 

in divine colours, man is a being in his own right, but a being that 

reflects the Being of all being. As the goal of his life, the divine Names 

are the innermost ground on which his dormant qualities are destined 

to thrive and shape the human personality. Servanthood is an active 

process of development in which man, to come to a full life, must 

take his full share. 

'Woh sifat-e-ilahiya jo hudud-e-bashari ke mutabiq khud insan 

ke andar muzmir hain, unhen mashhud karte chale jana', writes 

Parvez to Salim. And he contunues: 'Yeh muzmir sifat jis qadr 

mashhud hoti jaeegi, insan Khuda ke qarib hota jaega' (Salim 

II, 12). 

In other words, man's active conformity with the divine Names ant’ 

Attributes is his way to God, so much so that Parvez can say that to 

believe in God is nothing else than taking the 'beautiful Names' as one 1 

ideal of life (Salim 11,12). Living up to it leads the human self (or 

personality) to encounter God within the working of the divine laws 

Man becomes, as Parvez says, a 'cog' in the divine 'machinery . The 

expression is of doubtful taste, but often used by Parvez to emphasize 

that individual man's relationship to God is totally ingrained in the 

social whole of mankind, and most of all in the body of like-minded 

believers, — those whom he calls the 'Qur'anic society'. This insistence 

on the absolutely necessary social, or we could say, horizontal 



whom I referred earlier many might say. These authors are too small a 

basis and a scarcely representative one, to afford the proof of my 

assertion. To this I can only answer their writings were at my reach 

and from the particular point of view under question have impressed 

me. But I wholeheartedly confess to insufficient information and shall 

be grateful for any corrections and elaboration. It strikes me, though, 

that Baljon in his chapter on the nature of God according to modern 

Muslim Qur'an interpreation shows the divine Attributes to be the 

most debated concern of interpreters, and he gives significant quota¬ 

tions. So f.ex. of Muhammad Rahim-ud-Din on the divine Attributes 

to be reflected in the believer: 'In view of God's Tawhid the Muslims 

are required to built on one foundation; in view of God's Samadiyat 

they are required to be independent of others in every sphere of life; 

in view of God's Wujud Mutlaq they are required not to give themselves 

up to wordly concenrs; in view of God's 'Ulwiyat they are required 

to stake everything, trying for the highest degrees (of perfection)' 

(p.56). This and other quotations do indicate that an inquiry beyond 

Parvez in this matter would certainly yield more elements to sub¬ 

stantiate my claim. 

C 

But now Parvez. God's essence being beyond the limits of human 

consciousness and comprehension, man's sole relation to God, Pervez 

holds, in through the study and observance of the divine laws. What are 

they? They are whatever God does. What the Qur'an says of God, may 

as well be understood as meaning God's laws: laws of the natural 

working of God's created universe, laws ruling the growth and 

transience of the human individual and society (Salim I, 173). The 

Qur'an has given man the means to know which these laws are. It • 

calls them the divine Names and Attributes. Man must study them 

'ala wajh-il basirat', as one who not only looks at things, but sees them 

in the depth of their significance as God's revealed word to men. 

Rational reflection leads him to gain a knowledge that only the source 

of revelation can provide, not man's mind alone. Hence Parvez holds 

that only the Quranic divine Names and Attributes carry the guarantee 

of truth. They are given man as his goat of life and as such postulate 

universal recognition. In them mankind is enabled to achieve the unity 

for which it is created. But obviously, study alone would remain 

ineffective if it does not evolve into action, an action which is nothing 

else than an unrestricted obedience to the divine laws. 'Holy truths 

into holy instruments', as Dionysius said. This points to the same 

obedience. Commenting upon 'sibghat Allah', Parvez equates this 

obedience to the 'dye' (s»bghi that penetrates a cloth and produces a 
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the moment of departing from his master, is precisely a word or 

thought mindfully painted on white paper by the master's brush. 

It is the seal that perpetuates the spiritual link between them and a 

spur for the disciple to seek further progress. 

But the image reminds us as well of S.a! Baqarah (11,138) : 

'Sibghat Allah! Man ahsanu min Af/ahi sibghatan ? wa nahnu lahu 

'abidunf' (We take our) colour from God, and who is better than God 

at colouring? We are his worshippers. At first sight this verse may 

appear to have a controversial undertone, since ordinary commentaries 

give 'sibgha', (Allah's dye or colour) the meaning of true religion 

(millat Ibrahim, or fitra) and oppose it to the Jewish and Christian 

baptismal rite. The true colour of God, the commentaries suggest, 

does not result from any ritual bath. It comes from the true baptism 

which means actual life according to Allah's religion. Through it alone 

man acquires God's Attributes and 'becomes his living manifestation.' 

Whatever the historical relevance of this explanation may be, 

it is sure that the mystics sensed in the verse the all-embracing reality 

of God's presence to man in the divine Names and Attributes. In his 

Tafsir (p.90) Ibn ‘Arabi identifies 'sibghat Allah' with 'nur Allah', 

quoting a hadith according to which 'God created men in darkness, 

then spattered of his light on them. Whoever the light fell to, was led 

to the right way, whoever missed it, went astray/ He uses this in 

support of his view that the inner nature of every man is dyed with 

some colour: the colour of his beliefs, his religious intentions, his 

rational convictions, his passions, but only the true monotheist 

(muwahhid) is dyed with the colour of God. 

Jalaluddin Rumi, on his side, saw in sibghat Allah God's paint 

pot' which means for him God's selfhood, the 'hua\ "The one who 

falls into the pot cries out full of joy that he has found his true self 

I am the pot,— I am He, 'ana Hua' (ii, 1348 in La Passion d'al H.ll, 

/HI) For Massignon this is what 'anal Haqq' truly means. And in still 

another form Rumi signifies the transforming action of sibgha: the 

iron the blacksmith holds in the fire loses its colour and takes on the 

fire's. 'He who is only iron says I am the fire...Similarly Adam when 

he received God's light, the angels worshipped him...What is the fire, 

what is the iron now? Keep your mouth shut...' 

'Allaltu ahsanu sibghatan', God's colouring, the transforming 

power of sibgha is, I believe, the angle from which the divine Nantes 

speak also to modern man. \ now come to Parvez and Muniruddin to 
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divine Names. True though it is that love is the most inward stirring 

force in man's aspiration towards the divine Names, it does not outstrip 

the share of his intelligence in the assimilative process. If the mystical 

way, as Bayazid al-Bastami said, is 'man's putting on man of God's quali¬ 

ties, this process goes by stages. (R.Gramlich, 322) It starts with what the 

German mystics call the 'Entwerdung', literally the process of ridding 

the human self of the fetters of egocentricity, — of the actual ego 

described in the Qur'an as 'da'if (4,28), as 'ya'us, kafur' (11,9 des¬ 

pairing, thankless), as 'zulm' (14,34 wrong doer), as 'yatgha' (96,6 

rebellious), is one word as 'lost', fe tadlit' (105,2). The inititator of this 

process is God, the mystics say, usually through some extraordinary 

event, and it is God who leads the aspirant by the attraction of the 

revealed divine qualities. They gradually cease to be veils hiding God 

away and disclose themselves to man's intelligence as God's action' 

on him, - as God's appeal to him to let himself be transformed into 

the instrument of perfect obedience,— 'abd, servant — that God wants 

man to be. This process intensifies the soul'a desire for a closeness 

to God which the mind perceives as characterized by the assimilation 

to God's qualities. The further the inner transformation progresses, 

the more clearly man realizes which are^the particular Names in which 

God wishes him to build himself up. They become his true 'clothing'. 

According to Massignon studying al-Hallaj, this gradual clothing of man 

in divine Names which imprint themselves on man's mind, was seen 

by al-Hallaj as prefiguring the mystical union of the soul with God, 

as the taking on by man of the form of glory under which Adam was 

worshipped by the angels (Passion d'al Hallaj III, 142). 

Many witnesses from Christian spirituality could be cited which 

show perfect symmetry with the Islamic 'takhalluq' experience. Their 

preference is obviously to lay emphasis on the work of love. The 

perfect imitation of God's perfections', one French mystic of the 17th 

centry notes, 'is in love (charity, agape). Its highest work is to 

transform the lover into the Beloved One and to impress on him the 

Beloved One's qualities' (DSp 1086), or St. John of the Cross (16th 

cent.): 'Every Name of God is a lamp, a lamp of fire, which illumines 

the soul and gives it the warmth of love' (DSp 1089). Another word, 

still of the £bove mentioned French mystic, which will lead us on to 

an additional Qur'anic utterance, is this: 'having designed his image 

in our soul, the Creator lays his brush into man's hand so that he may 

perfect it (the image) by imitating the divine perfections' (DSp 1086). 

In a first instant this brush and art of designing might make us think 

of the immense role played by them in the Far-Eastern spirituality. 

Among the highest distinctions a successful Zen disciple can receive at 
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classical text of Islamic reflection on the Names : Abu Hamid al- 
Ghazal/'s 'ai-maqsad af-asna' (reprinted in Beirut in 1971). But from 
what one can read about it, it is beyond any doubt that the takhalluq 

bi akhlaq jllah belongs to the pith of al-gazali's thinking in the matter. 
I quote only one sentence from his writing: 'the perfection of the 

worshipper, as well as his happiness, lies in imitating (takhalluq) the 

qualities of Allah the Most High, and adorning himself with the 

meanings of his Attributes and his Names in that measure that may be 

considered within his right.' This is in sober down-to-earth words what 
mystics in moments of rapture uttered in their own explosive and 

sometimes extreme speech, obviously al-Hallaj's 'ana-l-Haqq' which 

caused scandal and perhaps still does, comes here to mind. 

Not quite unlike al-Ghazali, Iqbal on his side, jn a note on 

Nietzche (see S.A. Vahid, Thoughts and Reflections on Iqbal, p.243) 
formulated it as follows: 

'The small I which is the central fact of man is variously described 

in the Quran: da'if, jahul, zalum, but also ahsanu-t-taqwim, 

the bearer of divine trust...The slender l...has the quality of 

growth as well as...©f corruption; it has also the power of absorb¬ 

ing the Attributes of God...Takhallaqu bi-akhlaqi-llah and thus to 
attain the vicegerency of God on earth.' 

And in 'Asrar-e-Khudi': God's Vice-gerent is as the soul of the 

Universe. His being is the shadow of the Greatest Name.' In this 

connection he also speaks of love as the power of "assimilative' action. 

He there refers to S.al Mu'minun, XXI11, 14: 'blessed be God, the best 

of those who create!' This authorizes him to mean that 'partaking in 

the creative functions of God the individual ego demonstrates the 

power of assimilative action' (quot. from Hafeez Malik, p. 164), thus 

inferring the 'possibility of other creators than God' (quot. from 

Nicholson). It is good to see that Iqbal identifies this assimilative action 

with love lest we should misunderstand man's creative urge as a merely 

moral and voluntaristic impulse, — which it is not. Without love the 

'takhalluq', this 'power of absorbing the Attributes of God', as Iqbal 

says, would result in the clear denial of all mystical insight, and there¬ 

fore of the choicest part in the Islamic tradition that attaches to the 

And it is nothing else than 'takhalluq' when the saint describes the supreme 

end of his prayer-life as the search for the mystical 9aze that shows him 

'God in all things.' 
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universal theme of our preoccupations and this involves of course also 

his relationship to God. Recent publications in Pakistan, visibly in 

dependence on Iqbal, show interesting developments on the human 

relevance of the Names. What in them is striking, though, is that they 

use trains of thought, if not the vocabulary, that were common to 

the mystics of old, while at the same time their general tone of writing 

disclaims any dependence on the mystics. I'm speaking on the writings 

of G.A. Parvez and of a perhaps still little known book of Prof. Munir- 

uddin (Lahore) : 'Fresh Thoughts on Islam.' The kinship of even 

modern thinking in this matter with the mystical tradition thus is 

characteristic. It refers us to the fact that undeniably it is the mystics 

who n their pursuit of man's annihilation in God reached the most 

profound insights into the meaning of the Names of God, and that 

these insights remain also to say the best resource for our own pursuits. 

It is obvious that these pursuits move within a sphere of sace redness. 

We may therefore take advantage of an advice we already find in av 

writing on the divine Names by Dionysius the Areopagite, the great 

Christian Neo platonic philosopher and theologian of the end of the 5th 

century. Introducing the study of the Names, he counsels: 'let us 

approach these godlike contemplations (for such indeed they are with 

our hearts predisposed unto the vision of God, and let us bring holy 

ears to the exposition of God's holy Barnes, implanting holy Truths 

in holy instruments according to the divine command' (1,8). This 

'implanting holy Truths in holy instruments' sets the tune for all such 

future dealing with the Names as will be attempted in theological and 

mystical writing of both Islam and Christianity. For both creeds it will 

crystallize round the fundamental formula which Islamic Tradition 

has coined in the famous 'takhaltaqu bi-akhlaq-iltah': built yourselves 

up in the manners of God! The manners of God, or in Dionysius 

words the holy Truths about God, find the men their 'instruments' 

by which they can become the builders of themselves. You may be 

surprised to hear that the 'akhlaqu-llah'have their exact correspondence - 

mores Dei - in Christian writers mainly of the Latin (i.e. Western) 

Church, starting from Tertullian in the 2nd century all through the 

key-figures of Christian spirituality: St. Augustine, Anselm, Bernard, 

Bonaventure, Thomas Aquinas, Lessius, Olier etc. up to at least the 

17th century. Also St. Ignatius of Loyola whose guidance in Christian 

meditation went almost unmatched up to our times, assigns the divine 

Names a place within the highest form of contemplation in his booklet 

of the 'Spiritual Exercises' (237). Several treatises carry the term 

‘mores Dei' (akhlaqu llah) even in their titles. 

Unfortunately I have not been able to lay hold of the great 
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appaeared to me again later on. This time it was at a visit to Jahangir's 

tomb in Lahore. Anybody who goes there with a mind in meditation 

will be thoroughly captured by the significance of the place. The visit 

leads you through the beauty of nature to human skill in a display of 
the finest artistic harmony. You enter a paradise garden where trees, 

flowers, water and birds tell the greatness of Creation. You proceed to 

even stronger fascination in front of the builder's symphony in stone: 

minarets, arches, galleries. Finally, under a vault, you stand at the 

great man s tomb. Is this the end of our world's splendour? Yes, but 

carved in the marble, Allah's 99 Names in the silence of death sing the 

praise of the Everlasting One. Faced with the powerful language of all 

these symbols: nature, human skill and divine praise, who would not 

with emotion remember Allah's word: 'Everyone that is thereon will 

pass away; there remaineth but the countenance of thy Lord of might 
and glory!' (Ar-Rahman : 55, 26*27) 

This contenanceof the Almighty it is of which 'the Most Beautiful 

Names' tell us with abundance. Their wealth fills the holy Book from 

cover to cover. They invite us to listen to them, for they are praise and 

guidance all in one. Guidance may be felt as a need, but in order to 

accept it man quite naturally demands to know about the origin, 

nature and goal of the guidance that is offered. Aristotle said that 

inquisitiveness is the privilege and primary duty of the homo sapiens. 

No wonder then that the Names speaking so eloquently of the 

Almighty's countenance were subjected to scrutiny by numberless 

generations of Muslim thinkers, divines and mystics. It is not I who 

would dare to apprise you of their names and merits. You know them 

far better than I. My concern rather is to point out what fine of 

approach to God's Names I would consider of greater relevance to men 

of today. Generally speaking these names can be divided into those 

relating to God's essence: al-Wahid, al-Ahad, al-Qayyum, and thus 

inviting to speculation on God's mystry, — and into those, of far greater 

number, relating to creation as a whole and man in particular: al-Khaliq, 

al-Rabb, ar-Rahman, ar-Rahim, al-Ghaffur. Hence the gigantic 

discussions in Islamic history on the nature of the divine Names, their 

eternity or otherwise, their forms to be received from revelation alone 

or liable to be multiplied by the effort of reason, and so on. 

In its restlessness our world of today is hardly disposed for an 

approach to the divine Names from the angle of metaphysical disquisi¬ 

tions. Rightly or wrongly and with more or less respect for this concern 

it has relinquished it to the centuries of the past. But the matter is 

different with the significane of the Names for man's life. Man is the 
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inspred by this proposal, not least', he said, 'because my English was 

not that good. So I declined the offer. Yet after a while the publishers 

came again, pressing me with new arguments: You must write this 

book, you are Pakistani, none of the others can speak like you, do put 

your whole self into it, don't feel shy. specially if the story is spiced 

with some of your gallantries to ladies, you are definitely in for a best¬ 

seller! When I heard this'. Dr. Ataullah continued, 'it became imme¬ 

diately clear to me that I would never write such a book. What gave 

me this clarity is that, as in a flash, my memory remembered 'Allahu 

sattar!', one of the divine Names my pious parents had taught me 

when I was a yougster. Allah is 'the Veiled One , Allah keeps his 

intimacy to himself. This is what my conscience told me at that 

moment. If Allah is so why should I then be different ? 

Was this not a wonderful introduction to the divine Names ? 

It is true that the word 'sattar' does not literally figure in the Qur'an, 

but it is attested in certain lists of the 99 Names and thus is borne 

out by Tradition. It certainly breathes the Quranic spirit. The word 

at once opened an avenue to my better understanding of our own 

Scriputure. 'You must be holy because I am holy' (Lev. 11,45), God 

there says, already in the Old Testament, and the same divine command 

is in various forms of expression carried all over the sacred texts: 'be 

perfect just as your heavenly Father is perfect' (Mt 5,48), 'try then 

to imitate God, as children of his that he loves' (Eph 5,1) etc. Naturally 

I superficially knew these verses, but had little reflected on the concrete, 

practical impact they are meant to have on a man's daily life. 'Allahu 

sattar' became my eye-opener not only to the revelance of single divine 

Names considered as such, but as well to the fact that the holy Scrip¬ 

tures, Biblical or Qur'anic, can and should be read in their entirety 

as appeals to understand that all human striving is a pilgrimage towards 

assimilation with God's perfection. To mention only one example, 

the whole 'Sermon on the Mount' then shows a far greater depth of 

meaning. A provocative statement such as, for instance, the famous 

'love your enemies' then loses much of its impossible sounding nature 

when it is heeded that the word essentially means to place man follow¬ 

ing God 'who causes his sun to rise on bad men as well as good, and his 

rain to fall on honest and dishonest men alike' (Mt 5, 45). To observe 

this divine injunction may require a heroic struggle with one's emotions, 

but it raises the struggle to the level of pure obedience to God which 
is adoration. From a mere trial of moral strength it makes it a truly 

religious act. 

In another form the message of Dr. Ataullah's 'Allahu sattar 
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THE DIVINE NAMES AND MAN OF TODAY 

R.A. BUTLER* 

It is a great honour for me, and a pleasure, as a non-Muslim to 

be invited to participate in your Seminar on the auspicious occasion 
of the new Hijri Century and to be allowed to benefit from your 

learned discussions. I wish to express my heartfelt thanks to Dr. Rashid 

Jullundhri who kindly invited me, and to all of you here present. 

When I received the invitation, I first felt divided between feelings 

of hesitancy and a strong desire to say thankfully Yes. But my 'yes' 

had to be built on something: if not on Qur'anic scholarship to which 

I have no claim, was it on my desire to bear very simply witness to what 

in the course of years I have received from reading the holy Scripture 

of Islam? I think it is, but I may add at once that it is also my personal 

indebtedness to and friendship for Dr. Rashid. After this I must beg 

for your leniency if for a while my person still keeps involved in what 

I have to bring before you. It is because the subject I have chosen: 

the divine Names, has proved to be the true entrance for me to a 

fruitful reading of the Qur'an. 

It came about like this: some ten, twelve years ago l attended in 

Lahore a meeting of Christians at which Dr. AtauUah was invited to 

expose the Muslim view of 'sin'. As you probably know. Dr. Ataullah 

was the author of 'Do dunyaon ka shehri' which he wrote after partici¬ 

pating as a medical doctor in the Italian expedition that conquered 

K2 sometime in the fifties or early sixties. If all he told us in that 

meeting I remember only one very personal episode, but this I shall 

never forget. He said: 'When we came back from our expedition I was 

invited to the US. On arriving there I was met by publishers who 

suggested that I should write a book on my experience of the climb 

which I had shared as the only Pakistani of the team. But I felt little 

A renowned scholar. Head, loyala Hall, Lahore. 
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conceptual sense and not always in their concrete, primary and 

semantic -historical context. 

Finally, I would like to quote the Sura al-Asr, one of the earliest 

chapters of the Qur'an, about which the celebrated Imam Malik b. 

Anas remarked that it epitomises the entire moral code of the Qur'an. 

It reads : 

"By the Time, verily man is in loss, except those who 

believe and do righteous deeds and enjoin each other truth 

and patience," C III. 

Any one who reads this chapter whether in the seventh century Arabia 

or now in the 20th century or after another two thousand years will 

not fail to see its normative and evaluative force which can be applied 

to any time, place and cultural millieu. 

I may now conclude that the Qur'anic standards of evaluation are 

capable or rational justification in the sense that they are liable to be 

explained in terms of some higher principles, albeit of course within 

the strict bounds of monotheistic belief. The Qur'an provides a reliable 

theoritical standard as normative and evaluative principles and at the 

same time, by necessity, a body of particular rules as descriptive and 

concrete by which to distinguish between right and wrong, between 

what is good and what is bad. The functional contents of all the 

positive and negative value-terms may relatively differ in their appli¬ 

cability from time to time and from society to society but their 

fundamental sense and spirit will remain the same. And finally, 

salvation lies in good and appropriate deeds demanded by given 

situations provided these are accompanied with the faith or Iman in the 

ultimate Truth-God; and this faith is above religious groupings and 

sectarian denominations. 
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good and forbidding what is bad, and (4) trying to compete with one 

another in good works. Besides belief in God and the Last Day, the 

terms employed are Ma'ruf, Munkar and Khayrat which are by their 

very nature normative. It is not possible to elaborate here, at any 

length, that these terms are meant to provide categories of good acts 

in different historical and social context, leaving to the conscience of 

men to decide their 'actual content'. Suffice it to say that throughout 

the Qur'an, almost in every context, we find passages which are general 

and open in their applicability and meaning in defining people into 

two categorically different groups according to what they do. Let us 
see the following verse : 

'Those who reject (Truth) among the people of the Book 

and among the polytheists will be in hill-fire to dwell 

therein for our; they are the worst of the creatures 

( - *a-JL*_L ) . Those who have faith and do yood 

works, they are the best of creatures( y 

XC VIII, 6-7. 

Here the entire mankind is divided into two categories or groups on 

the sole criterion of kufr and Shirk on the one hand, and the faith and 

good works on the other; the former are the worst and the latter the 

best of the people on earth. Still revealing is the following verse for 
our point : 

Those who believe (in the message of the Qur'an) and 

those who are Jews and Christian and Sabaians; 

Whoever believes in God and the Last Day, and does that 

which is right, shall have their reward with their Lord: 

Fear shall not come upon them, nor shall they grieve." 

II, 62. 

It is one of many such verses where the Qur'an declars in an unequivo¬ 

cal terms that righteous acts are determined only by faith (Iman) 

and not by religious groupings and sectionalism. Faith in God is the 

only criterion. The law of God never turned to ascertain to what race 

or to what religious group people belonged. External form of an action 

may differ from time to time, from situation to situation and from 

one race to another but if they are governed by /man or the firm 

belief in God's superiority, that action will become Salih and will 

entitle the doer to salvation. Thus all the value-terms of the Qur'an 

which qualify human actions as good or bad must be taken in their 
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remember We took a covenant from the children of Israel 

(to this effect) that worship not but God, treat with kind¬ 

ness your parents. Kinsmen, orphans and those in need, 

speak kindly to everyone, be steadfast in prayer and 

practise regular charity; but you turned back (from this 

covenant) except a few, and now you too turn aside." 
n, 82 83. 

Here the following five elements of 'good deeds' are enumerated in 

concrete terms. These are: (1) to worship none save God, (2) to be 

good and benevolent to parents, the near kinsmen, orphans and the 

needy, (3) to speak kindly to every human being, (4) to perform the 

prayers and (5) to pay the alms. It needs hardly any elaboration that 

all these five elements of 'good deeds' in their very nature and function 

are both descriptive and concrete on the one hand, and evaluative and 

normative on the other. There are many important points in this verse 

for our special consideration of which three of them must be mention¬ 

ed in passing. Firstly, it refers to the Israelites which indicates that what 

is applicable to a nation thousand years ago is equally applicable to 

the people in Muhammad's own time and will remain so for the people 

to come. Secondly, it refers to the prayer with the word salat which 

was practised by the Israelites. That means that Islam recognizes 

the modes of prayers practised by other nations as fulfilling the purpose 

of worship to God. And thirdly, the phrase 'speak kindly to every 

human being' ( I- ) uses the word A/ass (men) 

in general and not any religious group or particular people. 

The word Salih does not always qualify human conduct only. 

We often come across the verses where the word Salih is applied to man 

of certain type. The following verse will help us in understanding the 

meaning content and the evaluative nature of the concept of Saf/h 

and will give us almost a verbal definition of a Salih man. 

"Some of the people of the scripture are a nation upright 

(Qa'ima) who keep reciting God's signs throughout the 

night, falling prostrate (before God). They believe in God 

and the Last Day, enjoin what is good (Ma'ruf) and forbid 
what is bad fMunkar) Vie one another in good works 

f’K hay rat). These are of Salihin. " HI, 112 

Here, four basic elements of those qualified for being the Salihin 

are counted: (1) reciting God's signs, (2) belief in God and the day of 

reckoning, (3) taking upon themselves the duty of enjoining what is 
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In general characterization of all human acts the Qur'an contrast 
Sa/ihat with Sayyiat. Thus we read : 

“Do those who commit 'Sayyiat' think that We shall 
treat them in the same way as those who believe and do 
'Sa/ihat', equal in life and death? How ill they judge." 

XLX : 20 

It is clear that we are to translate Sa/ihat 'good deeds', we have to 
translate Sayyiat, 'bad deeds'. Throughout the Qur'an one will find 
that Sayyiah is used in contradistinction to 'ama/ Salih e.g. 

'Whoso does an evil deed (Sayyiah) shall be repaid exactly 
the like thereof, but whoso does a good (deed) (Salih) 
whether man or woman, being a believer such shall enter 
paradise and shall be supplied with food without 
reckoning." XL: 40 

i here are many such verses in the Qur'an where Sayyiah is used as a 
classifactory term to include all negative aspects of human conduct 
just as the term Salih is used for the positive ones. Under the positive 
value-terms we may discuss the qualities of Mu'ruf, Khair, Hasan, 
Tayyib, Sic/q, 'Adi, Birr, Ihsan and Taqwa" etc.; and under the negative 
value-terms we may discuss their opposites, i.e. Munkar, Sharr, Su', 
Khabith, Kidhb, Zulm, Fasad, etc. From the beginning till the end, the 
Qur'an explains these qualities sometimes in descriptive from but often 
in normative sense and thus provides man a framework for their 
behaviour and conduct in varying situations to decide for himself what 
is good and what is otherwise. It is, however, not possible to cite in 
this short paper even a selected number of verses which describe these 
qualities. We would, therefore, concentrate only on the point that the 
Qur'an conceives of 'ama! Salih in the most general terms. 

For this very reason the mechanism of the Qur'an, as has been 
pointed out earlier, in potraying 'amal Salih is both concrete and 
descriptive on the one hand, and normative and evaluative on the other. 
There are numerous verses which can be cited to illustrate this point. 
For the concrete of 'good works' let us take, for example, the verses 
82-83 of the Sura al-Baqara which read : 

"Those who believe and do good works, such shall be 
inhabitants of Paradise, to dwell therein for ever. And 
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its adjectival form safih would mean 'sound, proper, appropriate, 

right, good, solid, useful, practicable, suitable, fitting and also virtueous 

and pious. So, we have expressions in Arabic such as ( )'he is 

fit for that'. Salih may qualify a person or an act performed by a 

person as, say, ( ^ •f'} a good man, or ( ) an appropriate 

or proper act. Thus, in order to describe human acts ('amal. Sing. 

JAmal) in positive and commendable terms, the Qur'an always uses 

Saiih as its qualifying adjective. But, while 'amal is inevitably followed 

by the inseparable qualification of Salih, the combined terms ‘amal 
saiih is always preceded by a mental condition without which no 

amal can become safih. That necessary condition is what the Qur'an 

calls Iman or faith in God. It must, therefore, be particularly noted 

that the Qur'an always binds Iman and amal safih together into, one 

should say, an inseparable unit. Just as the shadow follows the form, 

whereever there is Iman there is salt hat or good deeds, so much so that 

we may rightly define the former is terms of the latter and the latter 

in terms of the former. In brief, Safihat are belief fully expressed in 

outword conduct. Thus the combined and qualified qualitative phrase 

"those who believe and do Salih deeds ( U-LxlI Ji^ 1 ) 

is one of the most frequently uSfed standing phrase in the Qur'an. 

"Those who believe" are not believers unless they manifest their inner 

faith in appropriate action and behaviour that deserve the appellation 

of Salih, and "those who do good deeds", their deeds are not good 

unless they are in complete harmony and conformity with the firm 

'Belief' in the Absolute and the Eternal Truth, i.e. God. 

The term Salih, in its very nature, is classificatory and not 

concrete and, therefore, its actual function is to endorse those works 

which are appropriate to do. Thus to provide a framework for good 

deeds, useful to man and his society, both here and hereafter, the 

Qur'an adopts a number of positive and negative value-terms denoting 

good or bad deeds. These terms are concrete in as much as their 

semantic content and historical context are concerned, and evaluative 

as far as their value contents are applicable to the situations beyond 

their semantic content and historical context. But as the term Salih 

comprehends all the positive values, there must, by necessity, be an 

equally comprehensive term to comprehend all the negative values. 

In fact, the real meaning of 'Safihat' in human attitude and functional 

behaviour cannot be fully understood without keeping in view its 

opposite term, as it is always easier to understand things by contrast. 

The Qur'an therefore, provides two equally comprehensive umbrella 

terms to be applied to positive and negative deeds, under which a 

number of terms are used. 
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There are a number of ethical terms in the Qur'an which can 

genuinely be classified as more evaluative than descriptive. In this 
category we can easily cite words, both positive and negative, such as, 

Ma‘ruf and Munkar, Khair and Sharr, Hasan and Su, Tayyib and 

Khabith, Sidq and Kidhb, 'Ada/ and Zu/m, Fasad, Birr, ihsan and 

Taqwa.' Thus words like khair and Sharr, for good and bad, for 

example, or words meaning sin such as dhanb and ithm, are classifiac- 

factory both in nature and function rather than purely descriptive. 

Yet, they cannot be classificatory unless they pass through descriptive 

stage where certain groups are classified under this or that quality. 

It is because of this fact that the real mechanism of the Qur'anic 

moral code works on the level of primary ethical terms. These are 

descriptive words used for conveying information of a factual character. 

But unlike ordinary descriptive words, they have, over and above their 

descriptive or factual content, which we may justly call evaluative 

content. 

Take, for example the word Kufr, which is, as we know, one of 

the most important moral terms in the Qur'an. The word means the 

attitude of ungratefulness towards favours and benefits received. As 

such, it is a genuine descriptive word having a concrete factual content. 

At the same time, however, it is clear that the word is invested with 

an evaluative aura which surrounds it and makes it much more than 

mere descriptive. And it is this evaluative aura or halo hovering around 

the descriptive core of its meaning that makes kufr an authentic ethical 

term of normative character. A comparison of this word with some 

other word, say dhanb, belonging rather to the level of metalanguage, 
will at once confirm my view. 

In the light of what has so far been said, we may now turn to the 

Qur'anic description of ‘amai Salih'. Nothing can demonstrate so 

emphatically the Qur'anic concept of moral goodness m both descrip¬ 

tive and normative senses than the word sa/ih which is one of the 

commonest words used in the Qur'an for moral excellence. 

The word salih is generally translated into English as righteous 

or pious which betrays a particular religious connotation only, taking 

even religion in a particular or rather narrower sense. Sa/ih is derived 

from the Arabic root Sa/aha (SLH) which, in its meaning, is much more 

comprehensive and widely applicable than the translators generally 

make out of it. We may justifiably translate it as to be good, right, 

proper, in order, to be useful, fitting, suitable or appropriate; hence. 
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It is an obvious fact that any essential problem of ethics cannot 

be satisfactorily solved through sheer abstract thinking on a plane 

which is too remote from the concrete facts of human experience. 

Even a cursory glance o* the history of ethical theories, whether in 

the east or in the west, ^Jfeveloped in last two thousand years will make 

this point clear. The fundamental issues of morals always arise in the 

much lower realm of empirical facts and practical experience. It is here 

in the midst of concrete reality of human life in society, that the 

semantic content of every ethical term is formed. But it is from these 

empirical facts and the practical experiences of different societies at 

different stages of history that the more general, universal or theoritical 

ideas of morals and ethics emerge. It is because of this fact that ethical 

values are divided into two categories: descriptive ethics and normative 

ethics. By descriptive ethics we mean those moral conceptions which 

are understood by a particular society, group or certain persons at a 

given time. And, in this way, it is also a branch of the cultural anthro¬ 

pology which is now, and perhaps rightly, employed to understand the 

rise and growth of religious traditons. Normative ethics, on the other 

hand, deals with the general principles of what to do, and provides the 

guidance for the right evolution of Qpnduct and behaviour. Side by 

side with the above two terms — descriptive and normative, another 

set of two terms which can be used alternately, are called primary 

ethical terms and evaluative ethical terms. Primary ethical terms 

indicate ordinary descrptive words, denoting concrete factual properties. 

By evaluative ethical terms we mean those ethical words whose main 

function is classificatory rather than descriptive. These are chiefly 

employed for classifying various descriptive properties denoted by 

descriptive words, e.g. good, bad etc. In this sense, evaluative ethical 

words may also justly be called ethical metalanguage. 

It is with this knowledge of the categories of moral vocabulary 

that we can examine Qur'anic ethical terms and see whether its descrip¬ 

tive ethical terms can be used as normative, and its primary ethical 

terms can be employed for evaluation of moral conduct in general. 

If they have the capability to be raised from the level of concrete to the 
abstract and from the particular to the universal then the Qur'anic 

ethical code can serve as the 'moral conceptions' to be applied to all 

ages and to be adapted by the human society in general. In this way, 

then, the moral code given by the Qur'an, is to be taken as primary, 
descriptive and concrete as far as the immediate society to which or 
through which it was addressed for the first time in the Arabian context; 

and it would be taken as a framework and normative principles for the 

latter societies of all times and epochs. 
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CONCEPT OF 'AMAL SALIH IN THE ETHICAL 
SYSTEM OF THE QURAN 

SYED HUSAIN M. JAFHI * 

Muslims believe that the Qur'an provides a comprehensive moral 

and ethical code for the entire human society, irrespective of time, 

place and geographical boundaries. The Qur'an itself repeatedly claims 

that the message sent through the Prophet of Islam, though in the 

Arabic language and in a particular millieu, is meant for the entire 

mankind and for all times to come. To this effect we find numerous 

verses in the Qur'an, e.g. 

"And We have no* sent you but as bearer of good tidings 

and as a warner to all mankind." XXXIV :28. 

And, “Say, O mankind! surely I am the messenger of Allah to 

you all." VIL158 

How the Qur'an can justify this claim for itself while its language, 

symbols, similes and all the value-words it employes belong to a 

particular semantic structure and to a particular society in its socio¬ 

logical and historical context. This is exactly the question which I 

would like to address myself in this paper by examining Qur'anic 

concept of 'amal Salih' which may tentatively be rendered, at this 

stage of our discussion, as good deeds or appropriate acts. It may also 

be noted here that amal Salih' along with Iman (faith) is the most 

frequently and repeatedly used term in the Qur'anic system of ethical 

conduct from the very beginning of the Revelation until it came to an 

end with the death of the Prophet. But before we try to examine the 

term 'amal Salih' its meaning, applicability and scope, few observations 

regarding the categories and nature of the ethical terms in general, 

are necessary. 

Fomn i Pmlfissorot Islamic Studies, Beruit University. 
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NOTES 

1. The Qur'an, 2:2, See also 2:135. 

2. Q :69 :41 

3. An obvious difference is noticeable in the contents and style of narration 

in the Makki and Madani verses, i.e. the revelation prior to and after Hijra. 

4. 24:35 

5. 57:3 

6. Al-Shahrastani, a/ MHaf wa l-Nihal, London, 1842, p. 1 7. 

7. These three attributes i.e. Alim, Khabir, and Qadir occur innumerable 

times in the text of the Qur'an. 

8. i.e. the verse of the Throne op. cit. 

9. The word aql, and its various derivations have been used 49 times in the 

Qur'an. See Muhammad Fuad al-Baqi: at-Mujam al-mufahris. 

10. See for instance 'Ali Shariati: On the Sociology of Islam. 

11. Chapter III, pp.82-87. The technicalcterm used is Iktisab or acquisiton. 

See 2:286. 

12. 33 :62;22 ,•65. See also On the Sociology of Islam, op. cit. p.52 & 53 

13. 2:30. 

14. 4:59,16:90. 

15. e.g. Ashaira & Mutazila, See also Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Muqalat, Voi.111, 

pp.176-77 and 184-85. 

16. e.g. the theory of emanation. 

17. See lor instance Iqbal's Reconstruction of Religious thought in Islam. 

for an alternative philosophical position. 

18. Ali Shariati, On the Sociology of Islam pp.82-87. See also Sayyid Nawab 

Haider Naqvi, Ethical Foundations of Islamic Economics Islamic Studies, 

Islamabad Vol. xvii, No.2, pp. 109 ff. 

19. 2:2.2:185. 

20. Part of the meaning of this phrase is covered bv what the classicist call 

the occasion for revelation. 

21. Gilbert Ryle, The Concept of Mind, pp, 20 ff. 

72. These hve been discussions between the MutzHa and Asharia on whether 

God knows the universals only or knows the particulars as well. 
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existence of God has a different conceptual context, than a statement 

of the existence of a king in history — the latter again is conceptually 

different from a king in a legend. Once the principle of conceptual 

context is understood! the apparent contradictions in the Qur'an 

resolve themselves into understandable, real human situations. Let us 

take an example and apply what we have said to a philosophical under¬ 

standing of an apparent contradiction of the Qur'an. How do we resolve 

the attributes of omniscience and omni potence of God with the 

concept of the freedom of human action. Let us keep the premises 

in view:- a) The concepts used in the Qur'an are for providing guidance 

b) they should, then serve their purpose, i.e., should be capable of 

guiding mankind. What would then mankind think of God who is 

deficient in certain respects? Why should then a common man be afraid 

of a God who is powerless and may not be able to punish him for his 

wickedness and why should he then feel motivated to be good if God 

nas no power to reward him. The sort of concept of tauhici that the 

Qur'an presents would become meaningless if God is not Omniscient 

and Omnipotent. One may reject the whole idea of tauhid, but once 

it is accepted, the attributes become a necessary corollary and if they 

are not admitted common sense would revolt against it." 2 

But this context of having a belief in God who is all knowing 

l,nd all powerful should be kept separate from a conceptually different 

context of human actions. Again, in this context the notion of responsi¬ 

bility of a man's actions becomes meaningless if man is taken to be 

wholly determined by forces outside his self, whether physical or non¬ 

physical. It is not the common sense which is ill at ease in accepting 

his freedom of will alongwith the notion of omniscience of God. 

It is 'either/or' logic of the philosphers which finds fault with such an 

acceptance by human beings, though perhaps unwittingly committing 

some very grave errors i.e., of of divorcing thought from reality, of thin¬ 

king that the only possible logic is the logicof either/or and of misplacing 

concepts which were meant to be for the guidance of the common man, 

into, a categorically different framework. 

What we have tried to say in the foregoing lines may disturb 

some of the commonly adopted attitudes towards an understanding 

of the Qur'an and some may retaliate against it with counter arguments. 

We would welcome such a situation since we are not claiming that our 

reading of the philosophy of the Qur'an is the only one possible, or , 

even plausible. Our intention is to open a way for a better understand¬ 

ing of the word of God and if some one says that mine is not the best 

he proves our point. 
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How then should one approach the problem ? There are a few 

pointers to the solution 

We started this discussion with a platitude, i.e., that the Qur'an 

is a book of guidance, and that also for mankind, if it so wishes.19 

This platitude is the key to the understanding of the Qur'an. It means 

that all the statements occuring therein have one primary function, 

i.e. of providing guidance. The connotation of the word 'guidance' 

would be stretched too illogically if it is taken to mean all sorts of 

guidance, e.g., in constructing a guided missile or in curing cancer. 

Naturally 'guidance' refers to the living of a particular life on earth in 

which 'goodness' (Khair) could be maximised. The association of 

guidance to 'mankind' is a further pointer to the sort of philosophy 

that the Qur'an envisages. In one word it is the philosophy of common 

sense, though, unfortunately, the phrase has been dishonoured in the 

history of philosophy. It is true that philosophy starts with a dissatis¬ 

faction of common sense, but eventually it returns to common sense. 

Watertight conceptual systems and two-dimensional Aristotolian logic 

are no true pictures of reality. Thought systmes are not or, at least, 

may not be systems of reality. I^o amount of philosophising can 

convince us contrarily to the simple common sense truths of life and 

anything that flouts common sense becomes suspicious. 

This reading of the philosophy of the Qur'an is strengthened 

by the generality of the metaphysical concepts' occuring in the Qur'an 

yielding themselves to a plurality of interpretations. All these pluralities 

are somehow adjusted in a historically continuous and a broad unified 

I >int of view. Two interpretations at the two extremes of a time period 

or in thought process may look very dissimilar to each other and in 

some cases it may be a matter of judgment to exclude any one of them 
as contrary to the main intention of the use of a concept in the Qur an. 

What is important is to determine the conceptual context of a 
statement 20 and then to apply the rules of the context to determine 

the meaning, ruth, validity, or the intention of a particular statement 
in the Qur'an. The philosophers have, more often than not, assimilated 

different conceptual contexts while determining the meaning or inten 
tion of a Qur'anic statement and have applied a single set of rules for 

their understanding. This is, what Ryle calls the category mistake. 
A resemblance in the syntax of two statements does not make them 
conceptually identical. An existential proposition in a story may be 
true in the story itslef, but outside the context of that story it may be 
absurd, meaningless, or false. In the same way a statement about the 
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that the Qur'an does not insist on any specific ontology, it does have a 

specific society in view which is not a necessary correlate of any meta¬ 

physical or ontological system. Here again only the broad outlines 

could be formulated in terms of certain values, which, when obtained 

in a society, the society can be said to fulfil the objectives of the Book. 

Exact descriptions of the details of such a philosophy may be valid, 

ielative to a particular space-time dimension and may become irrelevant 

for another without being declared as false. The truth of what has 

been said in evident by a lack of details in the Qur'an itself both of 

metaphysical terms and social commandments.18 For instance the 

concept of tauhid is strikingly dumb with respect to the nature of God, 

His ways of operating etc; and is at the same time equivocal with 

respect to His being immanent abid transcendent, all powerful and 

justice etc. Nevertheless, this very concept of tauhid provides a deeper 

principle of values, social organization and a sort of world view, an 

outlook towards nature and a sense of unity of life and matte,. Inspite 

of the significant differences between various possible and actual 

constructs of society on the basis of tauhid, there is something which 

could be termed as common sensible with which such a society could 

be immediately recognized. The parameters of this philosophy have a 

constant in terms of an axiological pattern. Functionally it is a philoso¬ 

phy of golden mean, avoiding extremes of thought and action, determi¬ 

nism and free will, politics and religion, piety and commitment and 
spirit and body. 

Having said all this, one may still have a feeling as if nothing 

positive has been said as if there is no content that can be termed as 

the philosophy of the Qur'an. This is partly true."Metaphysical concep¬ 

tions associated with Islam, in its intellectual history are not equivalent 

to what is expressed by the phrase "the philosophy of the Qur'an"though 

they could be termed as philosophies of the Qur'an, in plural. How then 

one should approach to delineate the philosophical dimensions of the 

Qur'an at a particular space-time point. Is there a sort of common 

approach discernable from the Qur'an itself for its understanding, or 

liciv, we to conclude that every age has its own looking glass through 

whicn it views the reality. Though it is plausible to say that every age 

has its philosophical attitude, yet it is not wholly true since no attitude 

can have a creative power to -construct a reality of its own choice. 

All philosophies can go to some distance in the interpretation of the 

objective reality, but beyond a particular point they would coercive 

and start becoming coercive and fictitious. That lias been the difficulty 

of the philosophies of the Qur'an in the past. 
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to be the only philosophical formulations of the Qur'an. The existence 

of a spiritual realm, like that of Platonic realm of ideas has been 

challenged both by the classicists1 5 and the modernist like Sayyid 

Ahmad Khan. The latter categorically denies the existence of such a 

word on the grounds that we do not know of any thing about it. For 

him it is only a factitious world and a product of our imagination. But 

a denail of such a world does not imply a denial of any thing that the 

Qur'an says, and the supposition of such a world is not necessary for 

the validity of any statement in the Qur'an. The essentialistic and 

deductive approach, i.e., that everything must be deduced from the 

first principles and, that there can be one and only one philosophy 

(philosophical principle) underlying the Qur'anic statements is neither 

absolutely true and valid, nor, self evident. 

The second principle of the first set does not say much. It k an 

intentional statement and though it may be important from the point 

of view of faith in God, yet is philosophically barren. A belief in a being 

not fielding to categorization and understanding is non-propositional 

and nothing more can be deduced from it except in a psychological 

sense. Even if it is taken as a profound metaphysical statement, the 

rest that could possibly follow frofin it,1 6 is highly irrelevant to the 

central message of the Qur'an and its truth or falsehood does not, 

in any sense, have a bearing on the truth of falsehood of the Qur'an. 

The third principle about the nature of material existence is, in itself, 
an equivocal statement and lends itself immediately to more than one 

explications. 

Without going into the details of the criticisms and a counter 

philosophizing of the Qur'an rejecting the spiritualistic, deterministic and 

idealistic versions of the philosophy1 7, it should suffice to say at the 

moment that there cannot be one specific ontology or cosmology of 

the Qur'an , though there may be many, depending upon the culture of 

the elite of the society at a particular time. Except in a very general 

sense, no details of any ontology or cosmology could be universal or 

everlasting, and hence it is only in a very tangential or in very loose 

sense that we can speak of a philosophy perennial of the Qur'an. 

It may seem paradoxical, but it is, as a matter of fact in a very 

special sense that the Qur’an may be said to have a philosophy. 

This refers to the second set of principles above, under the 

heading of the specific philosophy of the Qur'an. Whereas, it seems 
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The concept of tauhid: Many moral and social implications 

are drawn from the concept of oneness of God, i.e. oneness 

of life, oneness of nature and metanature, oneness of this 

world and the other world in the sense of doing away with 

the distinction between the secular and the sacred.1 0 

2 The concept of moral responsibility and freedom. This 

concept is related to the concept of life hereafter where 

man is said to bear the consequences of his actions in this 

world.1 1 

3. The concept of the laws of nature and the possibility of 

their knowledge by human beings. The concept of freedom 

and the concept of the laws of nature combined together 

make man efficacious in bringing about changes in society, 

thus giving rise to the formulation of a principle of social 
1 2 

change and development. 

4 The concept of man being the best of creations and his 

position as the vicegerent of God on earth.13 The philoso¬ 

phers have alluded to man being the microcosm whereas 

the universe is the macrocosm. 

5. The concept of justice being the master social value necessi¬ 

tating equitable distribution of wealth in society and 

guaranteeing the fundamental human rights. 

These distinctive features constitute, what may be called 

the social philosophy of the Qur'an. Thus the Qur'an is said to imply an 

ontology, a cosmology, a system of values and a social philosophy. 

These are by no means the only philosophical pointers to the Qur an, 

nor they are amenable to only one interpretation. As long as we remain 

in generalities all philosophers seem to agree on them but as soon as 

the details of these principles are worked out differences occur. It is 

true with other broad philosophical principles also, e.g., that of idealism. 

But let us have a closer look at these common demonmators. 

The first set of them, as described above, obviously, is of a more 

fundamental nature and belongs to those branches of philosophy that 

we commonly designate as ontology and cosmology. No doubt, they are 

the sort of principles which have been accepted by a majority of Islamic 

philosophers, but neither are they essentially true nor can they be said 
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These attempts at philosophising the Qur'an may be categorised 

mainly, though at the cost of over-simplification, as the scholastic, 

mu'tazUite, neo platonic and sufistic philosophies. Though there is 

a very wide range of difference between these schools of thought, both 

in content and in approach yet certain common denominators may 

be found in all of them 

1) That all of them assume a realm of spiritual, or at least 

non-material existence to which souls, or minds belong and 

which operates in accordance with rational principles. 

2) That there is another realm of being transcending both the 

spiritual and the material realm, a realm of pure being or 

pure-existence which does not admit of any conceptual 

categorization. v 

3) That the realm of material existence is only relatively real 

i.e., either it depends for its existence on the existence 

of God, being the ultimate cause of all existences, or is only 

an appearance behind which the reality of God con be 

discerned by a trained e\^. 

In so far as the methodology of knowledge is concerned schools 

of philosophy have differed from one another, though all of them have 

used verses from the Qur'an for their support. There was. in the earlier 

days of philosophical activity much emphasis on reason and a rationa¬ 

listic attitude developed with reference to the invitation of the Qur'an 

to use reason, '* whereas, at a later stage of the development of Islamic 

thouyht the discursive of the type of Aristotle, founded on the law of 

contradiction, was relegated to the background, and was considered 

as applicable to the phenomenal world only and the use of a deeper 

reasoning for an understanding of the reality, variously named as 

fshq (love) or qalb (intuition) was emphasized. Mystical metaphysics 

in Islam is a very unique combination of the use of two concepts of 

reason. 

In addition to these common factors of the philosophy of the 

Qur'an, which may be common to other religious outlooks, as well 

there are certain distinctive features of the philosopht of the Qur'an 

also. Some of these important features common to a majority of 

philosophical attitudes towards the Qur'an may be summarized as 

follows 
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of the Qur'an. The metaphysics of the philosophers of Islam or, of the 

sufis are examples of this concept. The latter means the use of any 

conceptual approach to the Qur'an, even that of saying that the Qu r'an 

has no philosophy whatsoever. An approach of the type of linguistic 

analysis may end in such a judgement, yet no one can deny that this 

judgement is also a result of a philosophical or a conceptual process, 

though it rejects any formulation of a metaphysical system of the 

Qur'an. 

In what sense, then, can we speak of philosophical dimensions 

of the Qur'an? According to Muslim doctrine, the Qur'an, revealed to 

the Prophet (Peace be upon him) between 610 and 632, from an eternal 

codex embodies the full range of principles and precepts by which the 

Muslims should order their lives. When it was revealed and immediately 

after, we hardly find any philosophical discussion worth its name on 

Qur'anic text. The first generation of Muslim scholars dedicated them¬ 

selves wholly to the fixing of the sacred scripture, commenting upon 

it, and drawing the legal and moral corrolaries implicit in it, which 

eventually resulted in the formulation of the five major legal schools. 

The earlier two of these, i.e. Ma/ikites and Hanba/ites where averse to 

any philosophical reasoning or to the use of deductive method. Their 

position is best epitomized by the comment of Imam Malik on the 

Qur'anic reference to God's sitting upon the throne" The sitting "he 

is reported to have said "Is known, its modality is known.Belief ir 

is an obligation and raising questions regarding it is a heresy (bid'a, 

This somewhat non-philosophical and anti-intellectual attitude 

could not withstand long the pressures of the oncoming thought and 

of the confrontation of Islam with different cultures. The first of the 

philosophical questions raised, as was natural, were about the nature 

of human responsibility for actions in this world as against the over¬ 

whelming supermacy of God, as depicted in the Qur'an by qualities 

like Omnipotence Omniscience.7 There also arose the necessity of 

safeguarding the unity of the Islamic view of life, which could not be 

achieved without a systematic attempt to bring the apparently conflict¬ 

ing data of the revelation into some internal harmony. The anthropo- 

mophric passage8 which occur in the Gr'an also made it imperative to 

resort to some process of allegorical interpretation in order to safeguard 

the immateriality and transcendence of God. 1 he subsequent develop¬ 

ment of scholastic theology and eventually of various philosophical 

schools of religion have had some such reasons. Eventually various 

systematic efforts crystallized for an understanding of the Qur'an. 
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sophical aspects of the narration. In addition to that, 

religious literature and revealed books do contain terms 

and sentences which are not amenable to ordinary 

meanings but immediately and necessarily lead to metaphy¬ 

sical interpretations, for instance the reference to light in 

the Qur'an4 or a reference to God being the Beginning 

and the End, the Internal and the External 5 All these 

definitely lead us to a philosophical understanding of the 

Qur'an. 

8) There is yet another reason for which philosophical under¬ 

standing seems to be indispensable. A plain reading of the 

books of religion and specially of the Qur'an, if taken too 

literally, would involve the reader in contradictory 

positions, for instance, the statements about God being 

all knowledgeable and yet man being responsible for his 

acts. These contradictions could only be resolved by a 

deeper and philosophical approach to the problem and by 

developing a system of thought in which these contra¬ 

dictions could be resolved.c 

9) Last but not the least the Muslims believe the Qur'an 

to be a book of a special kind. i.e. a revealed book in which 

the contribution of the person to whom the book is 

revealed is only that of repeating a message given to him by 

an authority very unlike himself. This very statement is 

not an ordinary statement and requires a philosophical 

understanding for its justification. Hence a philosophical 

approach is needed to throw light on the nature of revela¬ 

tion without which much of the significance of message 

is lost. 

These reasons for invoking philosophy for an understanding of 

religion, or, in this case of the Qur'an, are by no means exhaustive, noi 

are they meant to be mutually exclusive. They ovoilap each other in 

several ways but they, taken together, constitute sufficient justification 

for talking about the philosophical dimensions of the Qur'an. 

At the outset, let us keep in mind a distinction between the 

concepts of philosophy of the Qur'an and a philosophical under¬ 

standing of the Qur'an. By the former we mean any particular philoso 

phical standpoint purporting to be the real meaning or the philosophy 
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1) That any guidance for the living of a life in the world must 
answer certain fundamental questions about the nature of 

man, the nature of life and the nature of the world. In 

other words, there ought to be a world view, involving 

metaphysical dimensions an axiological system involving 

fundamental issues of philosophy or, at least, there must 

be a conceptional framework of a plan of guidance and 

whatever these concepts may involve they can legitimately 
be termed as philosophy. 

2) The religion of Islam, as indeed other religions, talk about 

metaphysical concepts like God, soul and life hereafter 

etc, and they, in any case, involve philosophical or possibly 

metaphysical dimensions. 

3) That all religions normally, and Islam is no exception to it, 

have a mystical aspect and all mysticism involves certain 

philosophical assumptions, including a methodology of 

knowledge. 

4) That religions in general, as well as Islam, involve an Idealis¬ 

tic conception of reality and Idealism is not only a metho¬ 

dology but also a metaphysics and a philosophy. 

5) That certain developed relig;ons and Islam in particular 

invoke the faculty of reason for a understanding of religion, 

resulting in a rationalistic approach to reality and hence 

the need of a philosophical understanding of the Qur'an. 

6) That religions are supposed to be primitive philosophy 

which, during the growth of ideas, have given way to 

philosophy and subsequently to science. Nevertheless, 

religion is still a philosophy though, according to some, 

historically primitive. 

7) That whenever an intelligent and thoughtful reader reads 

books of religion he would always be provoked to find the 

ultimate and the real meaning behind the ordinary injunc¬ 

tions given therein, otherwise, there would be no sense in 

saying that the books are products of great minds or that 

they have revealed to them. That, which one sees beyond 

the skin-deep common meanings of the words is the philo- 
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THE PHILOSOPHICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE QURAN 

MANZOOR AHMAD * 

In the very beginning of the second chapter the Qur an proclaims 

that the purpose of Divine revelation is to provide guidance for the 

muttaqi.1 Hence to begin with, it is neither a book of philosophy, 

nor on science. It neither is a mystical treatise expressing the personal 

experiences of a sufi, nor is it a book composed with a certain amount 

of effort by a poet.2 It is different from the books of certain other 

religions also in the sense that it is not the saga of the personal history 

of a man, but only in a tangential sense. Very differently it is a book 

which gives solutions to the problergs of life day by day, as they 

occurred during the 23 years of life of the Prophet who with a zest 
to reform his society passes through the stages of the call, the persecu¬ 

tion and rejection by his fellowbeings and then the ultimate success of 

establishing an independent society, a government, and a nation or 

miliat. 3 The Qur'an thus depicts this many-sidedness of life struggle 

and of completion of a plan in the mind of the Prophet. This is again 

not a book of religion in the sense, that any systematic account of the 

dogma is given therein, on which further stories of action plans could 

be built. One should bear the 23 years of the life of the Prophet (Peace 

be upon him) in mind and read the account of the Qur'an, and then 

many a seemingly perplexing question would be solved. 

This characteristic of the book of the revelation called the Qur'an 
though seems to be a common place observation yet it is something 

very significant. It throws light on the nature of what we call, the 
philosophy of the Qur'an. It illuminates the questions that we custo¬ 
marily ask with relation to the Qur'an and many answers are automa¬ 
tically found once the nature of the questions is understood. We would 
delineate these points as we proceed further. 

The problem of the philosophical dimensions of the Qur'an 

may be raised on several counts :— 

* Professor of Philosophy. Karachi University 
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